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Indices shown for all the different LAD (canopy types) 
a+b a+b 
IT: Integration Time; DN: Digital Number; DC: Dark Current;  
Lv: Luminance fL: foot-Lambert  
- Radiative Transfer Model are a suitable tool to estimate instrumental 
uncertainties in the estimation of biophysical parameters and LUE 
estimators using SVIs 
- Non-linearity effects depend on: 
- Spectral irradiance 
- Spectral reflectance 
- Sensor’s Quantum efficiency 
- Estimator – Estimate relationship 
- Non-linearity impacts are usually low, but these are more usually 
biases rather than noise in the estimations 
- Non-linearity can be more relevant in the estimation of LUE, since 
both variables are related with the irradiance levels 
3. Conclusions 
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